Abstract: A key question in palaeontology is whether the fossil record taken at face value is adequate to represent true patterns of diversity through time. Some methods of assessing data quality have depended on the commonly observed covariation of palaeodiversity and fossiliferous formation counts through time, based on the assumption that the count of formations containing fossils, to a greater or lesser extent, drives diversity; but what if diversity drives formations? Close study of two fossil records, early tetrapods (Devonian-Jurassic) and dinosaurs, shows how the relationship between new taxa and new fossiliferous formations varies through research time. Initially, each new find represents a new fossiliferous formation and discovery follows the 'bonanza' model (fossils drive formations). In unexplored parts of the world, new taxa are identified frequently in new regions/formations. Only after time, in well-explored continents such as Europe and North America, does collecting style switch to a mix of exploration for new formations and re-sampling of known fossiliferous formations. Data are most striking for dinosaurs, where the Triassic-Jurassic record largely comprises finds from Europe and North America, where new formation discoveries reached their half-life in 1914. This contrasts with the Cretaceous, which is dominated by rapidly rising discoveries from regions outside Europe and North America and the formation half-life for these 'new' lands is 1986, showing that 50% of new Cretaceous dinosaur-bearing formations were identified only in the past 30 years. The relationship between dinosaur-bearing formations and palaeodiversity then combines three signals in variable amounts, reflecting the original diversity (relative abundances of particular taxa in different formations), redundancy (new fossiliferous formations accruing because of new fossil finds) and sampling (intensity of exploration for new fossiliferous formations, and of search within already-sampled formations). For fossil vertebrates at least, formation counts of various kinds are poor predictors of sampling, missing, for example, the bonanza samples of Lagerst€ atten such as the Yixian Formation in China: thousands of specimens, dozens of species, but counted as one formation. These observations suggest that formation count cannot be regarded as an unbiased metric of sampling. I N a succinct pair of articles in 1977, Peter Sheehan and David Raup laid out both sides of a key debate concerning the quality of the fossil record: was it 'a reflection of labor by systematists' (Sheehan 1977) or do 'systematists follow the fossils' (Raup 1977) ? In other words, can we use cumulative sampling metrics (in this case, counts of publications) to account for sampling or are these metrics the outcome of vagaries in fossil occurrence? Sheehan argued that publications drive fossils, whereas Raup suggested that fossils drive publications, characterizing, respectively, the 'bias hypothesis' and the 'redundancy hypothesis'.
A key problem in palaeobiology and macroevolution is to know how reliably the fossil record documents the history of the diversity of life. Without independent evidence, it is hard to determine whether palaeodiversity time series are dominated by biological signal or bias (Smith and McGowan 2007; Benton et al. 2011) . Bias and error in fossil data depend on four factors: rock volume, rock heterogeneity, accessibility and human effort (Raup 1972) . At times, palaeontologists have veered from an optimistic view that the fossil record more or less documents the history of life (Sepkoski et al. 1981; Benton 1995; Stanley 2007) to a pessimistic view that much of the signal is error (Raup 1972; Peters and Foote 2002; Alroy 2010a) . In either case, palaeontologists have recognized that they must seek to identify error and, where possible, correct for it.
Fossil record bias has commonly been estimated by the use of sampling metrics, or sampling proxies, time series taken from the rock and fossil records, or measures of human effort, that are said to document some aspects of bias (Smith 2001; Smith and McGowan 2007; Benton et al. 2011) . Whilst sampling metrics can be gathered independent of fossil data (e.g. rock area, total formation counts), it has been common practice to use the number of geological formations, number of localities or number of collections, compiled from the same literature that documents the fossil taxa as a proxy for sampling. These are, in order of inclusivity: (1) a collectionan assemblage of fossils from one location that were amassed in a single effort, or linked series of efforts, commonly documented in a single published paper; (2) a localitya fossiliferous site that may be a natural exposure, such as a cliff or crag, or an artificial site such as a quarry or road cut; and (3) a geological formationa named packet of rocks with limited and defined vertical and areal extent. Geological formations are generally mappable units, defined on the basis of outcrop, facies and contacts with formations below and above. Collections, localities and formations bearing the fossil taxa of interest have been regarded as useful sampling metrics, especially formation counts in one form or another (Peters and Foote 2001, 2002; Barrett et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2009; Benson et al. 2010; Mannion et al. 2011; Brocklehurst et al. 2012; Benson and Upchurch 2013; Newham et al. 2014) because they incorporate aspects of all four biasing factors, rock volume, rock heterogeneity, accessibility and human effort. Additional sampling metrics are as follows: rock outcrop area (map area) for rocks of different ages, as a measure of rock volume (Raup 1976; Sepkoski 1976; Smith and McGowan 2007) ; and counts of published papers or active researchers, as a measure of human effort (Sheehan 1977; Alroy 2010b) .
The strongest evidence for global-scale bias in the fossil record is the observation that palaeodiversity and sampling metric time series generally covary (Figs 1, 2) . Indeed, the quality of agreement between the signals can sometimes be startlingly high. This covariation between fossil and rock record metrics has been explained in three ways: (1) the bias model says that the rock record drives the fossil record (Peters and Foote 2001; Smith 2001; Peters and Foote 2002; Smith 2007) ; (2) the common cause model says that both rock and fossil records are driven by a third factor, perhaps sea level change in the case of marine data (Peters 2005) ; and (3) the redundancy model says that the fossil A B F I G . 1 . Covariation of fossil-bearing formations and the fossils recorded from those formations through research time. Palaeodiversity time series (solid line) compared to formation counts (dashed line), for early tetrapods (A) and dinosaurs (B) . Records are both counts per year rather than cumulative. Colour online.
record and sampling proxy signals may be partially redundant with each other (Benton et al. 2011) . The redundancy may be empirical, in the sense that the two signals are the same or operational, in that we collect the data on both in non-independent ways. In simplified form, focusing on 'what drives what', the three viewpoints may be summarized as follows: bias (formations ? fossils); common cause (environment ? formations and fossils); redundancy (fossils ? formations, or fossils ? formations). None of these three explanations is exclusive, and in reality, some components of all three hypotheses doubtless pertain in each case (Smith 2007; Benton et al. 2011; Hannisdal and Peters 2011) . In the first studies to use statistical methods to detect directionality of signals, Hannisdal and Peters (2011) found that rock packages had bidirectional information transfer with palaeodiversity and, tellingly, Dunhill et al. (2014a) found that collections and formations show bidirectional information transfer (= redundancy) with palaeodiversity.
Discriminating among these explanations for rock-fossil record covariation is difficult. Here, we focus on counts of formations that have historically yielded the taxa of interest, because these have been most widely used as a sampling metric in efforts to detect times of poor sampling and to provide corrected palaeodiversity time series. Formations have been used in two ways to assess sampling: as a source for a model of the effect of sampling on perceived extinction rates (Peters and Foote 2002) or as a source to model residuals as the portion of the palaeodiversity signal that cannot be explained by sampling (Barrett et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2009; Benson et al. 2010; Mannion et al. 2011; Lloyd 2012; Benson and Upchurch 2013; Lloyd and Friedman 2013; Newham et al. 2014) . There are two assumptions behind the use of formations as a sampling proxy: (1) formation count is a metric of sampling, incorporating aspects of inadequacy of documentation relating to geology (non-preservation of rocks or fossils) and to human factors (variable sampling regimes); and (2) if strict formation count and palaeodiversity covary, then variability in the former explains variability in the latter (formations ? apparent biodiversity).
The first claim has been widely assumed, or positively argued (Peters and Foote 2001; Smith 2001; Peters and Foote 2002; Barrett et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2009; Benson et al. 2010; Mannion et al. 2011; Lloyd 2012; Benson and Upchurch 2013; Newham et al. 2014) . The second, directionality of the driver, has been less explored (Benton et al. 2011; Hannisdal and Peters 2011; Benton et al. 2013a; Dunhill et al. 2013 Dunhill et al. , 2014a . What if palaeodiversity drives fossiliferous formation count in certain cases? For example, at a time of low global biodiversity, perhaps after a mass extinction event, global biodiversity will be low (Wignall and Benton 1999) . Low biodiversity means few taxa, perhaps few fossils, and few counted fossiliferous formations. The claim is not that formation names are based on fossils, although this is often trueformations may be finely subdivided based on rock and fossil heterogeneity (Crampton et al. 2003; Smith 2007; Benton et al. 2011 )but simply that abundant fossils everywhere means many formations will be identified as fossiliferous and vice versa. Therefore, it is not a fact a priori that a low fossiliferous formation count means poor sampling. This study concerns only the relationships between the number of taxa and the number of formations containing those taxa through geological time. Several authors (e.g. Crampton et al. 2003; Smith 2007; Benton et al. 2011 ) have suggested that all collection-based cumulative metrics, including publication counts, author counts, locality counts and collection counts, harbour a considerable amount of redundancy with the palaeodiversity signal, and yet some of these (most notably formation counts) have been widely used as sampling proxies.
Here, I assess the relationship between taxon counts and the numbers of formations that have yielded those taxa over time in two well-explored portions of the vertebrate fossil record: dinosaurs and early tetrapods. These are examples of 'sparse' fossil records, where sampling is known to be problematic, and where considerable attention has been devoted to exploring the covariation of rock record and fossil record. Plots of the discovery curves for new fossil taxa and new formations containing those fossils generally show close tracking through research time (Fig. 1) . These case studies enable us to explore the ways in which knowledge has accumulated for these generally rare and poorly sampled taxa. In understanding the meaning of fossil-bearing formation counts (and perhaps related counts such as collections or localities) by following the palaeontologists into the field as they search for new fossils and new sources of fossils, perhaps a clearer understanding can be achieved of the relationship between the cumulative knowledge of fossils and the formations that yield them.
It is important to stress that this study does not consider the relationship between formation counts and the rock record, other than to argue that formation counts are a poor metric of rock volume or rock availability (Crampton et al. 2003; Smith 2007) , and therefore to support the point that independent measures of the rock record are recommended for studies of fossil record quality (e.g. Crampton et al. 2003; Peters 2005 Peters , 2008 Smith 2007; Peters and Heim 2010; Hannisdal and Peters 2011; Dunhill et al. 2014a ).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data
The data are taken from published sources. First, for the early tetrapods, the listing comprises 1388 genera, covering the first half of tetrapod history, from the Middle Devonian to Middle Jurassic (380-175 Ma), and was also compiled for earlier studies (Benton 2012; Benton et al. 2013a, b; Benton 2015, appendix 1 (ETD data) ). This data set was expanded to species level, comprising 1959 species (561 amphibians, 779 reptiles, 619 synapsids; Benton 2015, appendix 2). We divide the early tetrapods into three subgroups, amphibians (paraphyletic, in traditional sense), reptiles (i.e. anapsids and diapsids) and synapsids. The second data set, for dinosaurs, was also compiled for earlier studies (Benton 2008a, b; Lloyd et al. 2008 ) and updated to the end of 2012. This provides a list of all 987 currently valid dinosaurian species, including Mesozoic birds (Benton 2015, appendices 1(Dino data), 3).
In both cases, data were compiled from the primary published literature. Species were listed, together with systematic, geological, geographic, taphonomic and biological data. Considerable effort was expended in documenting synonymies and other systematic corrections, which for dinosaurs reduced the total number of species ever named to less than 50% currently regarded as valid (Benton 2008a) . This very high error rate is surprising, but taxonomic revisions must be taken into account before plotting a palaeodiversity time series to avoid random inflation of species counts. For the present study, particular attention was paid to the geological formation in which each tetrapod fossil occurred; these were documented and checked for synonyms (cases where a formation name used in the past has been revised, sometimes by subdivision). Further, the date of naming of each species was noted, so that the accumulation of knowledge through research time can be documented.
The date of 'discovery' of each fossil-bearing formation was also noted, as the date when the first fossil tetrapod or dinosaur was published from the formation (Benton 2015, appendix 4). A variety of possibilities exist for selecting a date of discovery for a dinosaur-bearing geological formation, namely: (1) the date of first discovery by any geologist, but not necessarily the date of naming;
(2) the first naming of the rock unit in some sense, although formality in naming formations was not commonplace until after 1950; (3) the first discovery of a dinosaur; and (4) the first published discovery of a dinosaur. I chose the last of these options, mainly for reasons of practicality; to pursue any of the other three would require extended scholarly work on each formation, involving unpublished notebooks and other records; such data simply do not exist for the early work on geology in many parts of the world. Before 1850, such documentation was sporadic, but with the establishment of geological surveys after that time, most new geological work was probably published within 10 years after initial fieldwork, and so the variable lag time between definitions (1-3) and (4) might have reduced, or at least become somewhat standardized. Recording the date of discovery of a new dinosaur-bearing formation and of a new dinosaur species from the same publication guarantees to tie the two events together; however, this reflects the reality in many cases. An expedition goes out into new territory and finds a new dinosaur species in a formation that had not previously yielded dinosaurs all on a single day, and so the two discoveries are tied together. The point is that, in general, the 'formation count' is the 'fossiliferous formation count' and barren formations are excluded; therefore, seeking to document formations before target fossils were found would perhaps better document the sampling aspect, but this approach has not been used in the literature on quality of the vertebrate fossil record, although it is correctly a core component of the use of independent macrostratigraphic metrics of rock volume (e.g. Peters and Foote 2001; Peters and Heim 2010) .
In order to ensure some equivalence, formations were counted by name, whether formal or informal (e.g. 'Wealden', 'Continental Intercalaire'), but formal wherever possible. Full details of the formations-throughresearch-time are in Benton (2015, appendix 2). Decisions about which units are formations (and which are members or groups) follow published practice, although variants exist; for example, the Chinle and Dockum of the south-western United States are treated variously as groups or formations in the current literature. Here, I follow the current convention that both are groups, and document fossil occurrences by their constituent formations. These difficulties in scaling highlight the immense irregularity in the nature of formations as a metric of rock volume and rock availabilityformations vary in volume over eight orders of magnitude (Benton et al. 2011) , so they are clearly not comparable entities in terms of their claimed usefulness (e.g. Peters and Foote 2001) in documenting aspects of rock volume and rock availability. The difficulties of compilation illustrate difficulties in the use of formations as a sampling proxy, as noted before (e.g. Crampton et al. 2003; Smith 2007; Benton et al. 2011) : their dimensions even depend on current politics, where many well-known formations cross state lines or country boundaries, for example from Montana to Alberta or from Mongolia to China, and yet they are given different formal names on either side of the border. I catalogue these as distinct formations. Although they are the same, geologically speaking, my aim is not to revise global geology, but to follow previous practice in such studies.
Here, I am using the 'strict formation count'a version of the formation count that includes only those formations that have yielded fossils of the organisms in question, as was done earlier (e.g. Fr€ obisch 2008; Barrett et al. 2009 ). The aim here is to document discovery patterns of the new formations and new taxa to explore how the two might relate to each other. In subsequent studies, analysts have generally applied some version of a 'wider formation count' (Benton et al. 2011) that might be 'all fossiliferous formations' or 'all terrestrial formations', for example, so as to allow for non-occurrences, and so to some extent to explore whether drops in diversity might reflect a real drop or a failure in preservation or collection.
Throughout the study, all time divisions and their current best-estimate dates are taken from the latest international geological time scale (Gradstein et al. 2012) .
It is important to stress that 'new formations' linked with 'new dinosaurs' does not mean that the formation was actually named in honour of the dinosaurthis rarely, if ever happens (Benson and Upchurch, 2013) and that has never been the key point about redundancy of formations and fossils. The point is that the roster of fossiliferous formations increases by one as each new dinosaur is discovered in a new basin or region; it is irrelevant why or how the formation was named. It is an entirely separate issue to consider the heterogeneity of the rocks that comprise formations, and the inevitable reduction in formation size when sedimentary heterogeneity is high and increase in formation size when heterogeneity is low. Heterogenous and finely divided successions (such as the marine Jurassic of Europe) are formation-rich, and sometimes happen to be fossil-rich; there is a formations ? fossils link in these particular cases. This is not true for most vertebrate occurrences.
The taxon:formation ratio
The relationship between fossil finds and formation finds is explored by means of a taxon to formation ratio (T:F), simply the proportions of cumulative fossil finds and cumulative fossiliferous formations identified through research time. T:F ratios show different behaviours through research time, some remaining remarkably constant and others varying substantially. The T:F ratio wraps up a number of factors, some empirical (e.g. the original number of species per fauna/ formation), some reflecting sampling (more formations provide more fossils) and some reflecting redundancy (if species are more geographically widespread at one time compared with another, the numbers of fossil-bearing formations are likely to be higher, all other things being equal). Exploring collecting histories and the T:F ratio may shed some light on the relative balance of these different components of the relationship between taxa and formations.
The simplest sense of redundancy of the T:F metric is that the discovery of a new dinosaur and of a new dinosaur-bearing formation necessarily occur at the same moment, and a steady T:F ratio could reflect that. The value of a redundant T:F relationship need not be a value of 1.0, but could be any other value that reflects the original mean numbers of species per formation/fauna. So, if there are typically five dinosaur species per formation, the T:F ratio could remain constant at a value of 5, reflecting the original, empirical faunal composition. Sampling bias, as expressed by the T:F ratio, can occur in two ways: (1) if a particular formation yields more or less than the average because of preservation issues or levels of effort by palaeontologists; and (2) in terms of the presence or absence of certain formations, representing a temporalspatial sample of regional or global dinosaurian diversity.
The T:F ratio through research time may remain constant, or it may increase or decrease. In interpreting changes of slope, it is assumed that the running tallies of new fossiliferous formations and new taxa cannot decline this is because we use current opinion in recording discoveries of formations and taxa, so retrospective synonymy or correction of other errors cannot be a reason for decline. If the T:F value remains constant, this indicates that new species and new fossiliferous formations are being identified at a constant rate. The mean number of species per formation (fauna) is not changing because re-exploration of known formations, with perhaps rising species counts, is matched by the discovery of new fossiliferous formations with lower-than-average species counts. Sampling is clearly improving on a global scale, as more fossiliferous formations and more species are added to the rosters, but it cannot be said from a constant T:F value through research time whether sampling per formation is improving or not. If the T:F ratio rises through research time, this indicates that the number of new taxa is increasing faster than the number of new formations, as a result of intensified efforts in the field collecting new specimens, intensified efforts in the museum identifying new species from old specimens, or simply that the new formations just happen to be richer on average than those already identified. Analogously, if the T:F ratio falls through research time, this indicates that the number of new taxa is increasing more slowly than the number of new formations, either because of less effort being expended in the field and museum, leading to fewer finds per formation (poor sampling), or because the new formations just happen to be less rich on average than those already identified, either because the faunal diversity was lower or fewer fossils are preserved (empirical).
Time series comparisons
Rock and fossil time series were compared initially by plotting both through research time ( Fig. 1 ) and through geological time (Fig. 2 ). In the latter case, each species and each geological formation is counted once, marking the first discovery of the species in question, and assigned to the relevant stage-level division of geological time. If a species was subsequently found in a different formation that had not previously yielded fossils of the group in question, this occurrence was added to the 'new formations' count, but not to the 'new species' count. Among tetrapods, most multiple occurrences are within the same time bin (geological stage or 11 myr bin) and so this does not affect comparisons of our discovery data with palaeodiversity time series. Several early tetrapod and dinosaur genera span two geological stages, but only minute numbers of species occur in more than one time bin. Comparisons between time series were assessed by various standard correlation methods, including Pearson product-moment, Kendall tau and Spearman's Rank correlation, suitable for such nonparametric correlation problems. Further, the calculations were also carried out after generalized differencing of the time series, an accepted way to detrend the data and focus on shorter-term fluctuations apart from any long-term trend. Graeme Lloyd's R code was used (http://www.graemetlloyd.com/methgd.html).
The second set of analyses consists of comparisons of discovery curves for taxa and formations. Collector (= discovery) curves were first used (Cain 1938) as a means of estimating the completeness of local or regional species lists: with continuing collecting effort, the number of new species reported rises fast, and then reaches an asymptote after a certain number of specimens have been collected, or after a number of days of search. In addition to their use as a tool for ecological and biodiversity sampling, discovery curves have been used widely to estimate global completeness of taxon counts, whether for extant groups (Bebber et al. 2007; Costello et al. 2012; Nabout et al. 2013) or for extinct groups (Benton 1998 (Benton , 2008a Purnell and Donoghue 2005; Tarver et al. 2007; Bernard et al. 2010; Brocklehurst and Fr€ obisch 2014) . In all cases, the accumulation of species is considered globally, although comparisons between discovery curves for different continents may show, for example, that Europe and North America have been more thoroughly collected than other continents (Benton 2008a; Bernard et al. 2010) . The shapes of discovery curves cannot be compared directly, so we use the half-life as an indicative, comparative measure. This discovery curve half-life was introduced by Bernard et al. (2010) as a means of documenting whether the rate of discovery had slowed or increased, and for comparing between clades or between taxon and formation discovery curves. In all cases, discovery curves are based exclusively on 'now-valid' taxa and formations, rather than 'then-valid' data; this ensures a single, current standard for inclusion of taxa. Our aim here is not to recreate a picture of what was believed to be true in 1932, including all the oddities of decisions at the time about validity of taxa and formations, but to remove as many confounding variables as possible so as to focus on the raw accumulation of knowledge from a single standpoint (the present day). To model contemporary reality would give false signals, such as a remarkable rate of discovery of dozens of new dinosaurs in 1932 that all stem from a single monograph and have since been shown to have been illusory. The ecologist hopes to report only valid new sightings when compiling a discovery curve, and we follow common practice (e.g. Alroy 2002; Benton 2008a; Bernard et al. 2010) .
The third analysis is to consider whether the ratio of number of species and number of formations yielding those species (T:F ratio) changes through research time. An underlying assumption of much previous work in which number of formations was used as a sampling metric (Peters and Foote 2001, 2002; Fr€ obisch 2008; Barrett et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2009; Benson et al. 2010; Mannion et al. 2011; Benson and Upchurch 2013) was that 'formation count' was the yardstick for comparison. It is simple, using the data series at hand to calculate a rolling T:F ratio through research time, from the discovery of the first fossil reptiles in the 1820s to the present day. The count of taxa comprises species of the clade in question, and 'formations' is the count of formations that have first yielded these species. The aim is to explore how the two time series, and the T:F ratio, vary through research time and to see whether a narrative approach might tease apart whether one drives the other, or whether both are intimately linked in a redundant relationship.
The fourth analysis is to compare different time bins of the taxa, namely Permian vs Triassic tetrapods and Triassic-Jurassic vs Cretaceous dinosaurs, to determine whether there are any differences, and if so, why. The null expectation is that there should be no differences between discovery data on taxa and the formations that yield them for different time-period partitions of the early tetrapods and the dinosaurs data. If there are differences, this could illustrate aspects of the interplay of the discovery of new fossiliferous formations and new taxa in new territories with the discovery of new taxa in known formations, or differences in sampling, based on geology or human behaviour, between the time partitions.
Distinguishing well-and less-well-sampled areas
It may be hard to identify a single, categorical test of the influence of sampling on any large-scale diversitythrough-time data set, but comparisons between geographical regions where sampling began at different times in research history may help. For example, palaeontologists began collecting and identifying early tetrapod fossils and dinosaurs in Europe in the 1820s, in North America in the 1850s, in China in the 1920s and in other parts of Asia, Africa, Australasia and South America at various times between. Therefore, it might be predicted that a comparison of Europe + North America vs the rest of the world could illuminate something about the progress of the sampling of formations and taxa. This intuition is borne out by collector curves of early tetrapods (Bernard et al. 2010) and dinosaurs (Benton 2008a), which show that the rate of discovery of new taxa has slowed down in Europe and North America, whereas discovery rates continue to rise in some other continents, such as Asia and South America. It is widely understood that Europe and North America are better sampled palaeontologically than most other continents: Allison and Briggs (1993) noted this was the case for marine fossil Lagerst€ atten, Smith Therefore, we compare discovery histories for both early tetrapods and dinosaurs in 'well-sampled' vs 'lesswell-sampled' continents, namely Europe + North America vs the rest of the world. Reflecting a historical quirk, we also plot a 'rest of world, excluding South Africa' set of curves, because the Karoo Basin in South Africa yielded tetrapod fossils very early, in the 1840s, and has been very actively hunted and documented ever since, so it might be thought to behave like an old, well-sampled region, more in line with Europe or North America than the rest of Africa.
RESULTS
Time series comparisons
The covariation between fossil and rock record time series has often been mentioned (e.g. Peters and Foote 2001, 2002; Fr€ obisch 2008; Barrett et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2009; Benson et al. 2010; Benton et al. 2011; Mannion et al. 2011) , and the records of early tetrapods and dinosaurs indeed show a relationship between species numbers and counts of formations yielding those species, whether plotted against research time ( Fig. 1 ) or geological time (Fig. 2 ). In the plots against research time ( Fig. 1) , there is no substantial trend through time, except for a rise of both signals since 1970. Peaks and troughs in the raw data are highly significantly correlated throughout, for both early tetrapods ( Fig. 1A ) and for dinosaurs ( Fig. 1B) .
The strong covariation between rock and fossil records through geological time, for both early tetrapods ( Fig. 2A ) and dinosaurs ( Fig. 2B) , is also evident. At times, the peaks in both curves appear to be out of synchrony, for example during the Carboniferous and Early Permian for early tetrapods and during the Early Cretaceous for dinosaurs (diversity peaks in the Barremian-Aptian, formations peaks in the Aptian-Cenomanian). After generalized differencing, all correlations remain highly significant (Table 1) , confirming that part of the correlation arises from the overall rising trend in values through geological time, but the details of fluctuations also show close correspondence in both pairs of time series.
Formation discovery and taxon discovery
Discovery curves for taxon counts and the formations that yield them through research time are closely similar for all six data sets (amphibians, reptiles, synapsids, amniotes, tetrapods, dinosaurs; Fig. 3 ). All of these show that the cumulative formations discovery curve is slightly ahead of (= is less concave than) the taxon discovery curve, except for synapsids ( Fig. 3C ) in which the taxon discovery curve crosses over the formations discovery curve around 1900-1920, suggesting that for this clade at least more new taxa were being discovered in established formations than for the other clades. Comparing such curves is difficult as they are plotted on differing y-axes (maxima aligned at top of y-axes) and the T:F ratio is more informative; this is highest for Synapsida of all six clades (Table 2) . This difference may be a result of the scaling of formationsthe Karoo Permo-Triassic formations and assemblage zones, from which many of the synapsid taxa have been identified, are huge, each equivalent to a sizable span of time and an enormous geographical area, often with excellent exposure, so the chances are high of finding many new taxa in each formation, but the effect of areal extent of formations needs testing.
All six discovery curves ( Fig. 3) show similar, hollow shapes, with no sign of an asymptote, suggesting that new taxa and the formations that yield them continue to be discovered at an increasing rate for all clades. The rate of discovery varies between clades (Table 2) 
Analysis
Pearson's corr. coeff. p-value Spearman's rho p-value Kendall's tau p-value Tetrapods 0.85178 4.636 9 10 À9 0.80631 2.1951 9 10 À9 0.70650 9.532 9 10 À8 Dinosaurs 0.93630 2.122 9 10 À12 0.94033 9.897 9 10 À13 0.81576 9.911 9 10 À9 GD tetrapods 0.77710 1.153 9 10 À6 0.62616 0.00048 0.45503 0.00050 GD dinosaurs 0.89612 1.397 9 10 À9 0.86077 2.208 9 10 À6 0.72667 1.453 9 10 À8 Data analyses are given for raw data (top two rows) and for generalized-differenced (GD) data (second two rows). All three standard correlation methods are shown: Pearson product-moment correlation (parametric) and Spearman's rank correlation and the Kendall rank correlation (both nonparametric), with two-sided p-values. All p-values indicate very highly significant correlations (p <<< 0.001).
half-lives for both taxa and formations occurring at much more recent dates (1987 and 1977 respectively), presumably an indicator of the intense recent and current interest in discovering new dinosaurs in new locations. When cumulative totals of formations and species are compared, they show straight-line relationships (Fig. 4) , for which the correlation coefficients are very high (R 2 > 0.99 in all cases) and the probability values show very highly significant correlation (p ( 0.001). This suggests that for any of the tetrapod data sets, however they are divided, the discovery of new taxa and the discovery of new formations yielding those taxa have been very tightly linked through research time.
When we track the six examples through research time (Fig. 5 ), the T:F ratios all began low and fluctuated substantially in the years from 1820 to 1860, presumably as a result of small sample sizes. After that, the T:F ratios rose according to various patterns, some apparently stabilizing after 1870 (amphibians, dinosaurs), 1900 (synapsids) or 1950 (amniotes), although all with a rise in the past 20 years, and others (reptiles, tetrapods) rising more or less steadily towards the present day. The current T:F ratios (Table 2) show substantial differences between groups, ranging from 2.45 (amphibians) to 4.27 (synapsids), but these differing levels appear to have been steady, or at least distinct, for each clade for a century or more. The differing T:F ratios could indicate either that amphibians have always been relatively low-diversity components of ecosystems, whereas synapsids have been twice as diverse, or that synapsids are preserved and found twice as commonly as amphibians. Variations in the T: Cumulative discovery of taxa and fossiliferous formations for early tetrapods and dinosaurs. Plots for five divisions of early tetrapods, from Devonian to Early Jurassic (A-E), and dinosaurs (F). In all cases, the correlations between cumulative formations and cumulative taxa are very highly significant (p ( 0.001), with highest correlation for reptiles in general and lowest for dinosaurs, where formation discovery exceeds taxon discovery in the middle of the curve (mid-twentieth century), and taxon discovery exceeds formation discovery to the right, representing the last 20 years. These curves suggest that palaeontologists are still in a very early stage of knowledge of these clades, in which new fossiliferous formations continue to be discovered, and these typically yield new taxa. Colour online. tetrapods (3.91) than for all 1398 species of amniotes (4.03). This is because the 561 species of amphibians show lower T:F ratios, bringing the overall value down.
The upturn in T:F ratios for reptiles and dinosaurs ( Fig. 5B , F) may suggest that most finds in the past 50 years of research have been from formations already known to yield reptiles/dinosaurs, and so these finds represent an improvement in sampling of those formations. The recent drop in T:F ratio for synapsids ( Fig. 5C ), on the other hand, suggests that a number of finds have been made in previously unfossiliferous formations or previously geologically unexplored parts of the world, but that the number of taxa recorded per formation is lower in these newly discovered sources than in those previously identified. For example, if sampling of those newly identified formations is poorer than for those that have been known longer.
Comparing collecting histories
Permian and Triassic tetrapods. Discovery curves and plots of T:F ratios for Permian and Triassic tetrapods ( Fig. 6) show differences. The sum totals of species identified are similar (661 Permian, 890 Triassic), and the 'formations-led' discovery curves are also similar. However, the discovery curves for Permian tetrapods (Fig. 6A ) are less concave than those for Triassic tetrapods (Fig. 6B) and their half-lives differ accordingly (1951 for Permian tetrapods, 1975 for Triassic tetrapods; Table 3 ). The T:F ratio plots ( Fig. 6C, D) show that values for Permian tetrapods have remained constant at about 4.5 since 1930, whereas Triassic values continue to rise towards 3.8. There are two phenomena to explain here, namely the differing mean T:F values between Permian and Triassic, and the differing collector curves. In summary, the first may be broadly real and the second could reflect differing sampling practice.
First, the differing mean T:F ratios could say something about the original diversities and distributions of faunas, or about preservation probability, collecting intensity, differing taxonomic practice and the balance of well-sampled (i.e. Europe and North America) and poorly sampled (rest of world) continents. These last four factors, all of which are aspects of sampling, are considered in turn. In the key Permo-Triassic basins, such as the Karoo, Russia and parts of the south-western United States, the rock types in the Permian and Triassic are similar, topography and exposure as a result of weathering and erosion are similar, and field crews hunt for fossils in similar ways. Collecting intensity ought to be similar because of the noted geological factors, and these control access and visibility of the rock. Frequently, the same field crews work across Permian and Triassic redbed successions in restricted geographical areas, sometimes deliberately working across the Permo-Triassic boundary in their attempts to document the pre-and post-extinction faunas. Further, the same palaeontologists in many cases describe the fossils from above and below the boundary, tracking their chosen taxonomic group and applying the same standards in description and species identification. Clearly, there must be differences in all these sampling factors further from the Permo-Triassic boundary, between, for example, the Africa and China, are often very extensive, which would lead to higher T:F ratios if this were a contributory factor; in fact, the opposite is the case, with Permian T:F ratios higher than Triassic T:F ratios (Fig. 6) . The data are partitioned into Permian and Triassic tetrapod species, and Triassic-Jurassic and Cretaceous dinosaur genera, from 1821-2012. In addition, tetrapods are divided into those sampled from Europe and North America (old), the rest of the world (new1) and the rest of the world excluding South Africa (new2). In addition, similar comparisons of dinosaurs from well-sampled areas (Europe and North America; 'old') and less-well-sampled areas (rest of world; 'new') are listed. The half-life is the date at which half the current (2012) total had accumulated. Abbreviations: Cret., Cretaceous; Jur., Jurassic; Perm., Permian; Tri., Triassic.
Perhaps then, much of the persistent difference in T:F ratios between the Permian and Triassic tetrapod collecting records could reflect underlying reality in one of two ways: either increasing diversity per formation, or increasing endemicity. For the first, it might be that Permian formations contain more diverse tetrapod faunas than Triassic formations, and the low Triassic figures could reflect the devastation of the Permo-Triassic mass extinction and the slow rebuilding of faunas in the Triassic, most of which, during the Early, Middle and early Late Triassic were under-strength. In addition, palaeobiogeographical evidence suggests that Triassic faunas were less cosmopolitan and more endemic than in the Permian (Sahney and Benton 2008; Sidor et al. 2013 ). If faunas are cosmopolitan, T:F will remain constant or decline with increased sampling, whilst with endemic faunas, it will increase.
Thus, the continuing rise in the Triassic T:F ratio through research time (Fig. 6D ) may reflect equal sampling of more endemic faunas, combined with massively increased interest in Triassic tetrapods in the past 30 years, perhaps with a focus on the origin of dinosaurs, in other words intensification of sampling of largely known formations, so driving up the ratio of taxa per formation. This recent intensification of interest is con-firmed by the discovery curve half-lives (Table 3) , which are much more recent for the Triassic (1975 Triassic ( , 1965 ) than for the Permian (1951 Permian ( , 1948 . However, note that the half-life for Triassic formations (1965) is rather earlier than for taxa (1975) , confirming that many new taxa reported after 1975 come from already identified tetrapod-bearing fossiliferous formations.
These differences in corresponding taxon and taxonbearing formation counts for Permian and for Triassic tetrapods, as expressed by their substantially different half-lives, allow us to reject the null hypothesis that counts of fossil-bearing formations predict taxon counts exactly. Something other than simply the sampling of formations yielding tetrapods is needed to explain why recorded diversity has changed between the Permian and Triassic. We can reject the idea of redundancy (one new fossil, one new formation with that fossil) in this case. Whether this is biological in origin or reflects some other aspect of artefact needs further exploration.
Triassic-Jurassic and Cretaceous dinosaurs. The comparison of discovery curves and T:F ratios for dinosaurs of the Triassic and Jurassic (combined because of low totals for the Triassic alone), and of the Cretaceous, also shows surprising differences (Fig. 7) . Both are, again, 'forma- tion-led', like most of the large subclade samples (Fig. 3) . The Triassic-Jurassic dinosaur sample (Fig. 7A ) is characterized by the current total of 277 dinosaur genera produced from a relatively small number of formations; half of these dinosaur-bearing formations had been identified by 1942 (Table 3) . For the Cretaceous on the other hand ( Fig. 7B) , there are many more dinosaurs (988 genera) and the formations half-life date is 1984, indicating continuing high rates of discovery of dinosaur-bearing formations in the past 30 years. The taxon discovery curves are much more similar between the Triassic-Jurassic and Cretaceous samples, however, with half-lives in 1986 and 1988, respectively (Table 3) , reflecting their shared steepening after 1980, especially in line with the influx of many new taxa from China. These very different formation discovery tracks are reflected in the plots of T:F ratios ( Fig. 7C-D) , with continuing increases in values for the Triassic-Jurassic, but an extraordinary steady state in the T:F ratio for Cretaceous dinosaurs since 1850 or 1880.
The fact that discovery patterns differ between the Triassic-Jurassic and Cretaceous dinosaur samples (Fig. 7) is not unexpected, having been noted before (Benson and Mannion 2012). The discovery curves for taxa ( Fig. 7A-B ) are similar in shape and confirm the null expectation that dinosaurs are equally sought and equally easy (or difficult) to find for all broad-scale divisions of the Mesozoic. The differences in T:F ratios arise almost entirely from differences in the dinosaur-bearing formation discovery curves: whereas that for the Triassic-Jurassic is nearly straight, indicating a remarkably steady rate of accumulation through research time, that for the Cretaceous is more concave and more closely coupled with the taxon discovery curve (and more similar to the wider sample of case studies; Fig. 3 ).
Perhaps the differences in discovery patterns between Triassic-Jurassic and Cretaceous dinosaurs are largely geological, reflecting two issues: the relative quantities of rock available, and their distribution between regions. First, there is much more Cretaceous rock outcrop worldwide than rock of Triassic or Jurassic age (Wall et al. 2009, fig. 3 ); this is true for both marine and continental sediments. This presumably correlates with the fact there are more than twice as many Cretaceous dinosaur-bearing formations as for the Triassic and Jurassic combined, and hence a greater opportunity to discover new formations with dinosaurs in the Cretaceous. This greater outcrop area and greater number of unique dinosaur-bearing formations in the Cretaceous would increase the global diversity of dinosaurs in the Cretaceous by offering improved sampling worldwide.
The second geological factor is the distribution of those Cretaceous rocks and dinosaur-bearing formations. In fact, the Cretaceous is dominated by dinosaur-bearing formations from outside the European and North American continents, comprising 164 of 272 formations (60%), but only 48 of 102 formations (47%) for the Triassic-Jurassic. Hence, collecting worldwide in the past 20 years has had a substantially different character between the Triassic-Jurassic on the one hand, where palaeontologists have been devoting their efforts to re-exploring known dinosaur-bearing formations, whether by making new collections in the field or re-studying museum collections from which they name new species, and the Cretaceous on the other, where new formations, especially outside Europe and North America, are contributing massively to the discovery of new dinosaurs.
None of these geological factors (more rock, more formations and more 'new lands' to explore in the Cretaceous), however, can directly explain the differing T:F ratios. The higher T:F value for the Cretaceous than for the Triassic-Jurassic could then represent something about the original faunas. There may just have been more dinosaurian species per formation in the Cretaceous than in the Triassic and Jurassic (see below).
Distinguishing well-and less-well-sampled areas
The historical plot (Fig. 8) confirms the qualitative intuition (see Material and Methods) that for both early tetrapods and dinosaurs, Europe and North America dominated early collecting and have been sampled for the longest period, and perhaps also more thoroughly than other continents. For early tetrapods (Fig. 8A) , 'rest of world' samples emerged relatively early, in the 1840s, with the first finds in South Africa and Asiatic Russia, and the proportions of Europe-North America vs 'rest of world' formation counts varies episodically, decade-by-decade. Perhaps surprisingly, the contribution of fossiliferous formations for early tetrapods from 'newer' continents never exceeded 50% and remained at 20-50% throughout the twentieth century. In other words, for early tetrapods, there are still, on average, more new fossiliferous formations being discovered in Europe and North America combined than in the rest of the world together.
The story is very different for dinosaurs ( Fig. 8B) , perhaps reflecting the overall much more intensive efforts being expended by much larger armies of palaeontologists everywhere in the world, and that there were many more dinosaurs in the larger area of the world outside Europe and North America, especially in the well-documented Cretaceous. The pattern remains somewhat similar to that for early tetrapods up to 1890 or 1900, but through the twentieth century it is very different. The contribution made by newly discovered dinosaur-bearing formations in the rest of the world reached 80% in the 1920s and has varied between 65% and 85% since then. In other words, some new dinosaur-bearing formations continue to be identified in Europe and North America, but the vast majority for the last 100 years have come from China, South America and other parts of Asia, Africa and Australasia.
Analysis of the patterns behind this narrative is fascinating. For early tetrapods, the cumulative collecting curves are very different between all three subsets of the data (Fig. 9A-C) . For Europe and North America (Fig. 9A ), formations accumulated almost along a straight line and certainly they do not show any evidence of tailing off towards the present. For the rest of the world, new formations accumulated slowly from 1840 to 1940, but the rate of discovery has accelerated since then, as expected, and this effect is strongest when South Africa is excluded (cf. Fig. 9B-C) . The discovery of new taxa tracks the taxon-bearing formations accumulation curve most closely for the rest of the world as a whole (Fig. 9B ), but lags a little for the rest of the world without South Africa (Fig. 9C ) and lags a great deal for Europe and North America (Fig. 9A ).
These differences are highlighted by the T:F ratios. For Europe and North America (Fig. 9D ), the T:F ratio rose rapidly from 1820 to 1875 and has switched to a slower rate of increase since then. This might suggest that efforts since 1875 have included the discovery of new formations and new taxa in virgin territory, combined with re-exploration of already known formations from which new taxa are occasionally identified. For the rest of the world (Fig. 9E) , the initial rapid rise in the T:F ratio, from 1840 to 1920, reaches a peak of 6.0-6.5 and then levels or falls slightly. This T:F ratio is twice that for Europe and North America, perhaps partly reflecting the fact that formations in those northern continents tend to be smaller than those in the rest of the world (maybe half the size, so yielding a T:F ratio of up to 2.9 for Europe and North America) or, perhaps less likely, that there is a great deal of difference in levels of synonymy and taxonomic revision between the two parts of the world. When South Africa is removed from the rest of the world (Fig. 9F ), the T:F curve changes shape markedly, showing very little movement until the 1920s, when values began to rise steeply, with some steps, in the 1940s and 1980s, to a value of 3.5. This is more comparable with the Europe-North America ratio of 2.9, so may confirm that the Karoo is distorting the 'rest of world' values ( Fig. 9E) by including a small number of geographically vast formations that are each occupied by rather large faunas of early tetrapods, so raising the overall current T:F ratio to 6.09. Formations and species half-lives (Table 3 ) confirm these differences, being comparable between 'old' and 'new' lands, but being much more recent when the South African data are excluded from the 'new' lands. It would be hard to construct a purely sampling argument to explain the differences in T:F values between 'old' and 'new' continents (2.91 vs 6.09; Table 3 ; Fig. 9D -E)the Karoo 'formations', really 'assemblage zones', each yielded 20-80 species (Nicolas and Rubidge 2010); this contributes to the largest of all T:F ratios (6.09) found in this study.
Dinosaurs show something similar. In Europe and North America (Fig. 10A) , both formations and taxon discovery curves rise roughly in parallel, with an apparent asymptote beginning about 1930 and running to about 1980, when both curves accelerate. Interestingly, when these data were first explored (Benton 1998), it seemed that the curves of dinosaur discovery were truly reaching an asymptote, and it was suggested that this discovery curve pattern might indicate a means to estimate the ultimate global diversity of dinosaurs. No such luck. The acceleration in rates of discovery of dinosaurs in the 'old' lands is mimicked and exaggerated when the plot for the rest of the world is considered (Fig. 10B) . Here, discoveries began in the 1850s, remained low until 1900 or 1920 and have then accelerated ever since, with cumulative new dinosaur-bearing formations keeping ahead of cumulative new dinosaurian taxa. Whereas the rate of discovery of new dinosaur-bearing formations has remained steep but steady, the rate of naming new dinosaurs from the rest of the world shows an ever-accelerating, exponential curve (Fig. 10B) . Some of this, surely, reflects the enthusiasm of the palaeontologists as much as reality, and doubtless many of the 50 or so new dinosaurs named each year since 2010 may turn out to be synonyms, nomina dubia, or nomina nuda (cf. Benton 2008a). 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 Cumulative formations 1832  1840  1848  1856  1864  1872  1880  1888  1896 1904 1912 1920 1928 1936 1944 1952 1960 1968 1976 1984 1992 2000 2008 Research year
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Rest of World The T:F ratios through research time document these relationships. That for Europe and North America (Fig. 10C) is reminiscent of the T:F plot for early tetrapods from the same 'old' lands ( Fig. 9D) , showing a rapid rise from 1820 to 1880, and then a switch to a steady but slowly rising curve, indicating the slow acquisition of new dinosaur-bearing formations and a steady addition of small numbers of new taxa from already identified dinosaurian formations. For the rest of the world (Fig. 10D) , the initial fluctuating values reflect small sample sizes, then show a plunge to rather low values from 1870 to 1900 and a fitful rise to a plateau from 1920 to 1980, followed by a rapid rise to the present day, quite unlike the equivalent early tetrapod plots (Fig. 9E-F) . For dinosaurs, it seems that from 1870 to 1980 dinosaurian palaeontologists were behaving in a patchy fashion, at times adding new dinosaur-yielding formations, but those with rather rare dinosaurs (hence, overall falling T:F ratio), at others finding new formations and new dinosaurs at a one-to-one rate (hence, unchanging T:F ratio) and then, since 1980, finding new formations and new dinosaurs at a massively rising rate, but new taxa faster than new formations (hence, rising T:F ratio).
The half-life data (Table 3) bear this out, with an extraordinary difference between 'old' lands (where half the formations had been identified by 1914) and 'new' lands where this was achieved by 1986. These two figures are, respectively, the oldest and youngest formation halflives discovered in the present study. The next oldest formations half-life (Table 3) is 1942, for Triassic-Jurassic dinosaurs, dominated, as noted earlier, by collections from Europe and North America, where few new formations are being identified. Likewise, the next youngest formations half-life was 1984, for Cretaceous dinosaurs as a whole, heavily dominated by discoveries outside Europe and North America.
DISCUSSION
Discovery curves and sampling
Discovery curves can indicate different sampling regimes in terms of the overall curve shapes and changing T:F ratios. For example, differing sampling is suggested by the fact that the Permian T:F ratio stabilized in 1940, but the Triassic T:F ratio continues to rise (Fig. 6) . Permian formations and taxa continue to accumulate, but follow a straight line, whereas the Triassic curves are more concave, indicating rising discovery rates. The rising T:F ratio for the Triassic suggests that intensive search in existing tetrapod-bearing formations is yielding new taxa, so increasing the species-per-formation count.
A similar change in sampling is indicated for dinosaurs ( Fig. 5F) , where the sharp rise from 1970 onwards presumably reflects increased sampling efforts in the past 50 years, driving the count of genera recorded per formation from 2.5 to 3. The equivalent drop in synapsid ratios, from 5 to 4.5, over the same time period (Fig. 5C ) might indicate the addition of many new formations with dinosaurs, but each yielding rather few new species per formation; this could be interpreted as evidence for an intensification of sampling in which palaeontologists are exploiting hitherto 'marginal' geological formations in which synapsid fossils are sparse, perhaps including the Late Triassic and Early Jurassic units that yield microremains of mammals.
The comparison of discovery curves and T:F ratios for Triassic-Jurassic and Cretaceous dinosaurs (Fig. 7) probably indicates different sampling regimes, reflecting the different states of search and knowledge. The data suggest that new Triassic-Jurassic formations found to contain dinosaurs are added only slowly, whereas much of the new discovery of taxa comes from searches within known dinosaur-bearing formations, so pushing the T:F ratio up rapidly. The constancy of T:F ratio for the Cretaceous (Fig. 7D) suggests closely coupled discovery of new dinosaurian genera and new dinosaur-bearing formations, as both totals increase rapidly and world coverage is improved.
The comparisons of 'well-sampled' regions (Europe and North America) with 'poorly sampled' regions (rest of the world) bear out some of these intuitions (Figs 9, 10) . Apart from some sporadic signals in the data, perhaps reflecting small sample sizes in the early years, the rest-ofworld data show that serious collecting began up to 100 years later in some cases (1920, rather than 1820) and that generally the rate of recovery of both new fossiliferous formations and new taxa are rising rapidly in the 'new' lands, but rising more slowly in the 'old' lands. In both cases, comparing the overall rates of increase between 'old' (Figs 9D, 10C) and 'new' (Figs 9E-F, 10D ) lands confirms the null expectation, that the former are probably better sampled than the later. This is borne out also by the remarkable differences in half-lives, which are much younger for the 'new' lands than the 'old' lands (Table 3) .
In all these cases, a simple data reduction is being considered. So long as the T:F ratio remains at or close to 1.0, then the direction of drive between formations ? taxa cannot be determined. Field palaeontologists identify one new fossiliferous formation for each new dinosaur they name when entering a new territory. Are they led to the new area by the hope of a new discovery, perhaps based on chance reports of 'giant bones' ('bonanza effect' of Raup (1977) ; fossils ? formations), or do they search through a sedimentary basin and not find much until they chance upon a previously unexplored formation, where their chances are improved by sampling over a wide area, heterogenous rock successions that are divided into many formations ('bias effect' of Sheehan (1977) ; formations ? fossils)? Generally, the T:F ratio, for sporadically occurring tetrapods at least, will be 1.0 or higher.
When T:F > 1.0, then some formations at least have produced more than one taxon. This is the time when two collecting regimes can be identified: (1) the exploratory regime, when palaeontologists forever enter new territory and sample new formations until they find their first new taxon (and T:F = 1.0); and (2) the re-sampling regime, when they revisit known fossiliferous formations and find additional distinct taxa. In all cases considered here, formation count continues to rise, even in the wellsampled continents of Europe and North America, so the exploratory regime persists even in those parts of the world. But the rise in numbers of new fossiliferous formations identified in these 'old lands' has slowed in comparison with the 'new lands' where the addition of new formations accelerates.
At any time, differences in the T:F ratio can then reflect differences in the balance of exploratory vs resampling collecting modes, as well as differences in the original numbers of species per formation. The comparisons of the Permian and Triassic for early tetrapods and the Triassic-Jurassic and Cretaceous for dinosaurs (Figs 6, 7) provide striking evidence that T:F ratios can document radically different histories of knowledge. In the plot for Cretaceous dinosaurs (Fig. 7D) , the constancy of the T:F ratio since 1850 is striking. The scope of knowledge about Cretaceous dinosaurs has increased massively since 1850, with thousands of new specimens and hundreds of new species collected from rich new deposits within hundreds of new fossiliferous formations that the Victorians could only have dreamt about. However, the T:F ratio has remained steady, indicating that dinosaur-bearing formations and genera of Cretaceous dinosaurs have been accumulating in concert virtually since the earliest days of dinosaur collecting. The same phenomenon is seen in the constancy of the T:F ratio for various subclades among early tetrapods ( Fig. 5; Table 2 ), in some cases since 1870 (e.g. amphibians, dinosaurs). In such cases of constancy of the T:F ratio, the implication is that palaeontologists are continually seeking new ground, documenting new formations and new taxa at steady rates. At some point, palaeontologists may reach a point of reducing returns: the new formations they discover yield relatively few new taxa, so leading to a declining T:F ratio (e.g. Fig. 5C ). In concert with this, palaeontologists may then return to actively seek fossils from the well-documented formations, both in the field and in museums, which can then drive the T:F ratio up (e.g. Figs 6D, 7A) , although there is an upper limit to the T:F ratio, reflecting the mean numbers of taxa that existed together within the region and time represented by a typical geological formation.
Formation counts as sampling metrics, or not
It is not clear then that the strict fossiliferous formation count (Benton et al. 2011) can be interpreted simply as a metric of sampling, as argued hitherto (Peters and Foote 2001; Smith 2001; Peters and Foote 2002; Barrett et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2009; Benson et al. 2010; Mannion et al. 2011; Lloyd 2012; Benson and Upchurch 2013) . By following the palaeontologist into the field and observing how regional and global counts of new fossiliferous formations and new taxa accumulate in tandem, there is clearly some redundancy inherent in the data. This was argued by Benton et al. (2011) , and several recent studies have now acknowledged this problem, applying a wider sampling proxy as well as, or instead of, a strict one (e.g. Upchurch et al. 2011; Pearson et al. 2013; Newham et al. 2014) . In further detail, the coupling of the two signals at any time in research history is a form of operational redundancy, where formations and taxa may drive each other, and it is hard to disentangle whether new finds result from the bonanza or bias model. This uncertainty about drive direction might seem an arcane quibble, but it becomes important if the fossiliferous formations count is treated as a means of identifying times of variable sampling. Not identifying the drive direction, or whether the drive is bidirectional (redundancy) could lead to false assumptions. So, for example, dinosaurs show high palaeodiversity in the Campanian and Maastrichtian. Modelling studies (e.g. Barrett et al. 2009; Upchurch et al. 2011; Benson and Mannion 2012) have found that most of this dramatic increase can be accounted for by sampling, as represented by various formation count measures (strict and wider), and so a rapid palaeodiversity rise is then modelled as flat, or even as a decline in reality. If, however, the diversity really was high (and specimens are found in many fossiliferous formations, and specimen counts per formation were increasing), then it would be wrong to cut the diversity figures. The second interpretation (redundancy; diversity ? formations) is analogous to the species-area effect, where large islands contain many species in many locations, and small islands contain few species in fewer locations. 'Correcting' the diversity figures for large islands using locality count as a sampling metric would be nonsensical (Benton et al. 2011) .
So long as the T:F ratio is equal to one, or remains constant at any value over long research time spans (e.g. Fig. 7D ), the balance between new formations and new taxa is constant and both signals increase in tandem. Such cases reflect the exploratory phase of knowledge accumulation, with expansion of sampling as a proportion of the global total. In cases where the value of the T:F ratio rises (e.g. Figs 6D, 7C , 9D-F, 10C, D), this typically reflects re-sampling of known formations, and so indicates improved sampling of known formations or regions.
Persistent differences in T:F ratios between different clades or different time bins could indicate substantial differences in sampling, whether by geological occurrence or by human effort, or they could indicate actual empirical differences in the mean diversities. The sampling explanations are most plausible in terms of differential fossilization, that, for example, one clade is undersampled with respect to another because of differences in habitat, body size, or skeletal robustness, or that tetrapods of a particular age are less well preserved because of an absence of suitable rock facies or because the animals were uniformly tiny in the Triassic, say, and much larger and heavier-boned in the Jurassic. Such explanations require independent evidence. Sampling differences in terms of human effort or taxonomic approach (e.g. splitting vs lumping) are probably generally less plausible; to claim, for example, that researchers of amphibians are more or less enthusiastic about collecting specimens or subdividing species than reptile researchers. Such differences in field and laboratory practice clearly existfor example, nannofossil taxonomists working on different time intervals had different taxonomic concepts that resulted in different species to genus ratios (Lloyd et al. 2012)but it would be hard to sustain an argument that such differences are general to the majority of researchers and over long spans of research time.
It is more likely that the bulk of such persistent differences in T:F ratios, by clade and by time bin, actually represent real, empirical differences. For example, the constant difference between T:F ratios for Permo-Triassic amphibians (2.45) and amniotes (4.03) would suggest relative faunal rarity of the former in comparison with the latter. Evidence for this is that body size distributions are not substantially different between Permo-Triassic amphibians and reptiles (both groups include a range of tiny to large forms), both clades are found in the same formations and horizons, and so mostly lived together, and all clades have been subject to substantial taxonomic revisions in recent years. Some Early Triassic faunas, for example those from Russia, are dominated by amphibians, confirming that it is possible to identify times when amphibians were more diverse and abundant than amniotes. These assumptions are borne out by independent, regional-scale collecting evidence. For example, in the Karoo basin of South Africa, temnospondyls (amphibians) comprise 0-20% of faunal samples, whereas synapsids comprise up to 100%; counts of genera range from 1 to 5 for amphibians and >35 for synapsids, based on hundreds to thousands of specimens in each of the assemblage zones (Nicolas and Rubidge 2010; Irmis and Whiteside 2012; Irmis et al. 2013; Smith and Botha-Brink 2014) . Likewise, in the extensive Permo-Triassic redbed successions of Russia, amphibians are generally less abundant in individual svitas than amniotes, except in the earliest Triassic, also based on the sampling over 80 years of thousands of specimens from hundreds of localities (Tverdokhlebov et al. 2003 (Tverdokhlebov et al. , 2005 Benton et al. 2004) .
Further, in the comparisons of 'well-sampled' continents (Europe, North America) and less-well-sampled continents (rest of the world), the effects of sampling on the T:F ratio were evident, and the findings confirmed null expectations (Figs 8-10 ). However, again, there may be an interplay of empirical and sampling signals. The Cretaceous dinosaur record is still growing fast, largely as a result of continuing high rates of exploration in new regions, whereas the Triassic-Jurassic dinosaur record shows a long-term steadily rising T:F ratio, indicating a mix of exploration and re-sampling regimes (Fig. 7) . In other words, the contrast between the two divisions of dinosaurian history, which was noted before (Benson and Mannion 2012), is actually more complex, reflecting differences in sampling regime and in the empirical biological pattern. Sampling regimes differ in each time division, with re-sampling of known formations dominating the growth of knowledge for the Triassic-Jurassic, and exploration of new territory dominating for the Cretaceous. But it is not all sampling: a key empirical difference is that there are many more dinosaur-bearing formations and dinosaurs in the Cretaceous than in the Triassic-Jurassic, and those numbers are growing faster in the Cretaceous than in the Triassic-Jurassic. The persistently higher T:F ratio of 3.6 for the Cretaceous (cf. Triassic-Jurassic, 2.7) shows that, despite intense efforts in re-sampling known formations, and seeking new ones, throughout the welltrodden outcrops of Europe and North America, there is a substantial and real difference that is not sampling: dinosaurs were simply much more abundant and diverse in the Cretaceous than in the Triassic-Jurassic.
These new observations can now enrich earlier studies in which dinosaurian palaeodiversity was modelled against varying formation counts (e.g. Barrett et al. 2009; Mannion et al. 2011; Upchurch et al. 2011; Benson and Mannion 2012) . Barrett et al. (2009, fig. 2 ), for example, showed remarkably small residuals for Cretaceous dinosaurs, a corollary of their finding of a high correlation between counts of dinosaurian genera and dinosaur-bearing formations. They noted (Barrett et al. 2009 (Barrett et al. , p. 2667 ) that 'Strong statistically robust correlations demonstrate that almost all aspects of ornithischian and theropod diversity curves can be explained by geological megabiases' (Kowalewski and Flessa 1996) . This analysis, and others, did not take account of the underlying differences in T:F ratios that we show here, and so substantially underestimated Cretaceous dinosaurian diversity, which, as noted here, was about twice as high as that in the Triassic-Jurassic. It turns out that all the cumulative indicators of sampling, such as counts of collections, localities and dinosaur-bearing (even tetrapod-bearing) formations, increase in concert, and their close correlations indicate operational redundancy of signals (Benton et al. 2011; Dunhill et al. 2014a ).
The discussion above has focused on strict fossiliferous formation counts (e.g. dinosaur-bearing formations vs dinosaur diversity). Wider fossiliferous formation counts have been used in a number of studies (e.g. Benton et al. 2011 Benton et al. , 2013a Upchurch et al. 2011; Pearson et al. 2013; Newham et al. 2014) , and these have the advantage of allowing for non-sampling of the taxon under study. Here, I have not explored the relationships between strict and wider fossiliferous formation counts, nor between fossiliferous and unfossiliferous formation counts. By definition, the entire scope of the rock record is underestimated if total formation counts (= fossiliferous + unfossiliferous formations) are not used. As an example, it would be worth knowing whether the regional or global measure of exposure/rock volume/barren formations count changed by an order of magnitude between any pair of time bins in a palaeodiversity analysis. In their search for fossils, palaeontologists have access to fossiliferous and barren rock formations, and total formations count is presumably closest to reflecting the independent metrics of the rock record, such as map area, rock volume or exposure counts. However, for reasons noted above and in Benton et al. (2011) , formations are human constructs, and so they probably introduce a substantial skewing factor into attempts to estimate the rock record. This has yet to be demonstrated by numerical analysis.
Formation counts as a basis for modelling bias
These observations chime broadly with the use of strict formation counts in modelling bias on the simple assumption that the two signals are linked (Peters and Foote 2001, 2002; Barrett et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2009; Benson et al. 2010; Mannion et al. 2011; Benson and Mannion 2012; Benson and Upchurch 2013; Newham et al. 2014) . The aim is to use the relationship between formations and taxa, assuming that formations count wraps up many geological and human aspects of sampling, to identify times when the palaeodiversity signal cannot be explained by sampling, and so might reflect a true, biological signal. However, as Smith and McGowan (2007) and Lloyd (2012) noted in presenting the biasmodelling method, there is a concern that the detrending process that is used to remove bias may remove some true biological signal at the same time.
The problem may be worse than suggested by Lloyd (2012) and others: when strict formation count is used as the indicator of bias, then probably both the main trend ('bias model') and the detail (residuals) both encompass complex sampling and empirical signals. This violates the assumption behind the bias-modelling approach, that bias and empirical signal can be separated. Variations in the T:F ratio have been shown here to reflect original faunal proportions (important if members of a clade showed varying local and regional diversities through time) and suggested also to reflect changing overall clade size, regional and global changes in species distributions relating to climate change, and differing sampling regimes. Therefore, an overall rising trend through geological time probably combines a measure of improved sampling and truly higher diversity through time (compare the collecting records of Triassic-Jurassic vs Cretaceous dinosaurs in which Cretaceous dinosaurian diversity is empirically higher than Triassic-Jurassic dinosaurian diversity; Fig. 7 ). It is not clear then that any of the cumulative collecting proxies, such as fossiliferous formation counts, can provide a clear distinction in modelling between sampling and true signal.
The corollary is probably also true. Whereas it is argued that the residuals should then reflect predominantly biological signals (Lloyd 2012), this need not be the case. The residuals are not necessarily free of sampling, in that divergences from the steady T:F ratio, or overall trend, can include sampling effects, or reflect sampling effects entirely. For example, a positive residual peak in a particular geological time bin might result from good sampling in the form of an unusual site of exceptional preservation (one formation, many taxa), a problem noted by Lloyd (2012) , and a negative residual in another geological time bin might reflect a shortage of rocks of that age, and so poor sampling. To give a concrete example, the mismatch of diversity peaks (Barremian-Aptian) and formation peaks (Aptian-Cenomanian) in the Early Cretaceous (Fig. 2B) can be explained by a genuine rise in diversity, but this comparison masks the occurrence of the Yixian Formation of the Jehol Group, an enormously geographically extensive geological formation that has famously produced thousands of dinosaur and bird specimens. Strong sampling effects produced by Lagerst€ atten such as the Yixian Formation are missed by all variants of formation counts, but this issue has been recognized and methods to ameliorate or remove the effect have been developed (e.g. Butler et al. 2009 ).
Modelling sampling bias on the basis of fossiliferous formation counts may be inappropriate because the modelled trend and the residuals are not what they are claimed to be. The modelled trend is not necessarily predominantly bias, but might be dominated by real biological signal (e.g. a diversifying clade), and the residuals need not reflect surplus empirical signal not accounted for by the modelled trendthey could just as well be entirely caused by quirks of sampling or by real extinctions and diversifications. The extraordinary outcome of many bias-modelling analyses can be seen with Dinosauriathe substantially rising diversity in the Cretaceous is damped, and the apparent dramatic rise at the end of the Cretaceous is turned into a decline (Barrett et al. 2009; Lloyd 2012; Upchurch et al. 2011) . The implication of accepting this modification to the diversity signal is that the empirical record of expansion of Dinosauria is incorrect. The expansion of Dinosauria through the Mesozoic, and especially in the Cretaceous occurred in several ways: wider geographical occurrence (more formations and localities over more regions and continents); more species per fauna (rising from 2-5 dinosaurs per fauna/formation in the Triassic to 20-50 in the Late Cretaceous); and more Baupl€ ane, represented by major lineages (22 in Late Triassic; 130 in the Late Cretaceous; Benson et al. 2014, fig. 3 ). These aspects could be missed by a modelling approach that assumes that a fossiliferous formation count provides a reliable model of sampling, and underlying evidence for global expansion can be lost.
The point is not that sampling can be ignored, but that the current modelling approaches that use formation count to guide the estimation of bias, do not achieve what is claimed. These are the bugbears of all attempts to remove sampling from palaeodiversity time seriesit is hard to find an objective way to determine whether diversity dips, or negative residuals, reflect empirical rarity of taxa or poor sampling (Wignall and Benton 1999), or whether diversity peaks or positive residuals reflect empirical abundance or good sampling. Far better to use independent metrics, such as map areas or rock volume metrics, as recommended by Smith and McGowan (2007) . Further, measures of effort and measures of rock heterogeneity could be incorporated to provide an a priori more reasonable sampling-dominated signal against which to model the empirical fossil record.
Bias, common cause or redundancy?
There is probably no single, decisive test among the bias, common cause and redundancy hypotheses. This reflects the complexity of relationships among all the metrics, and the fact that all are in play to a greater or lesser extent in any particular case study. However, it is important to resolve which dominates to determine whether, for example, a pattern of raw fossil diversity, or palaeodiversity, means anything biological or not.
There has been a genuine divergence of opinion over the use of sampling metrics, where some (e.g. Crampton et al. 2003; Smith 2007; Benton et al. 2011) have argued that sampling metrics should be demonstrably independent of the signal they seek to regulate, and others (e.g. Peters and Foote 2001; Barrett et al. 2009; Benson and Mannion 2012) have used measures such as counts of fossiliferous formations, localities or collections as that yardstick. In ecological sampling (Lohr 2009; Albert et al. 2010; Jensen and Bourgeron 2012) , the object of sampling is usually a fixed entity, such as the flora of an island or an elephant herd through time, and the means of sampling is according to fixed increments (e.g. a 1 m 2 quadrat; 1 day or 10 person-weeks of effort) that are independent of the population being sampled. The palaeontological sampling metrics of numbers of collections, localities or formations fail the latter two criteria in that they are not fixed or comparable sampling aliquots (each collection, locality or formation may be of very different magnitude; formations, for example, vary over eight orders of magnitude; Benton et al. 2011) and their variations through time are not independent of the population being sampled, namely the recorded palaeodiversity curve. It is important to note that the objections to palaeontological sampling metrics on the grounds of their great variability in dimensions would not apply if they were scattered evenly through the time bins, such that the means and standard deviations were constant through the time range of interest; such comparative analyses have yet to be done. Should they not be evenly scattered through the time bins of interest, then the approach would be rather like observing an elephant herd by using observation spans of different timing (say, 1 h on day 1, 12 h on day 2, 3 min on day 3) and varying the observation time dependent on the number of elephants first spotted each day. A first, detailed, regional study (Dunhill et al. 2014a) has confirmed these concerns and shown that collections and formations show bidirectional information transfer (= redundancy) with palaeodiversity, and only outcrop area can drive palaeodiversity.
There are several possible, empirical, ways to determine the plausibility of the sampling or redundancy model in any palaeontological example, whether global or regional, and six of these are outlined below.
Test of directionality. Most statistical techniques, such as correlation/time series model fitting, indicate whether two variables covary, to what extent, and whether the relationship is positive or negative, but they do not identify the directionality of the relationship, that is, which variable drives the other, or whether the relationship is two-way. Information transfer techniques (Hannisdal 2011) can determine directionality, if it exists. In an initial study of the global marine fossil record, Hannisdal and Peters (2011) found that much of the observed covariation between patterns of sedimentation and palaeodiversity depended on mutual responses to interacting Earth systems, not on sampling biases. Further, in the first study of a regional case using such methods, Dunhill et al.
(2014a) showed that in the British fossil record, marine outcrop area contains a signal useful for predicting changes in diversity, collections and formations, and terrestrial outcrop area contains a signal useful for predicting formations. On the other hand, collection and formation counts were information redundant with fossil richness, characterized by symmetric, bidirectional information flow. This demonstrates that collection and formation counts are redundant with palaeodiversity, and so cannot be used as evidence to correct, or even rank, time bins with poor or good sampling. These two studies are conclusive and reject the bias model as an explanation for covariation of formation counts and palaeodiversity, but additional regional and global case studies will be required to confirm these findings.
Correlation of formation counts with other sampling proxies. If formation count is a synoptic sampling metric, it ought to correlate with other sampling metrics, such as outcrop area, rock volume or number of sections. In the North American rock record, COSUNA sedimentary rock sections correlate with formation counts (Peters 2005), a finding that has been widely cited as evidence to use the formation count as a single, all-encompassing sampling metric (Barrett et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2009; Benson et al. 2010; Mannion et al. 2011; Upchurch et al. 2011; Benson and Upchurch 2013) . In addition, Lloyd and Friedman (2013) found considerable similarities between three sampling proxies for British fossil fishes, fossiliferous formations, localities and, importantly, map grid occupancy (a measure of outcrop area). However, in their study of the dinosaurian fossil record, Upchurch et al. (2011) also found correlations between formation counts and some rock record proxies for North America and Europe, but there was no correlation between regional measures of outcrop area for North America or Europe with a global dinosaur-bearing formation count. Likewise, Benson et al. (2013) found similar results for the Cretaceous tetrapod fossil record, with generally good correlation of formation counts and rock volume metrics in North America, but less so in Europe (other continents were not assessed because of the absence of reliable rock volume metrics). In a study of the first half of tetrapod evolution (Benton et al. 2013a), various versions of the formation count proxy did not correlate with rock record metrics, at global scale, and the only reliable correlations were between families of co-dependent metrics from the same databases found mixed results in a study of the Triassic-Jurassic of the UK. Further, each supposed sampling proxy is in itself highly variable (compare different widely used metrics for sea level, rock volume, map areas) and the case could be argued either way. In their detailed regional study of the British rock and fossil records, Dunhill et al. (2014a) found that outcrop area contains a signal useful for predicting formation counts, and so suggested that outcrop area, if appropriately measured, would be an appropriate sampling proxy, but formation count probably would not.
Comparison of multiple studies. The 'residuals method' of Smith and McGowan (2007) generates a model in which a fossil record sampling proxy, such as formation count or global outcrop area, is used to estimate the amount of taxonomic diversity expected for that amount of sampling if diversity were equal in all time intervals. Positive and negative residuals indicate variations from the predicted curve that cannot be explained by the sampling proxy, and these mean either that palaeodiversity was truly much higher or lower than the norm (biological signal) or that sampling was much poorer or better than the norm (sampling). The residuals cannot be used simply as an indicator of under-or over-sampling, but different sampling metrics applied to the same fossil records might be expected to yield comparable results if it is valid to assume that the bulk of the covariation between palaeodiversity and formations time series is to be interpreted as evidence that the former is explained by the latter. In a broad-scale study, Smith et al. (2012) showed good congruence between residuals from a map-area modelled curve of marine animals and a shareholder quorum subsampled curve, and concluded that their mutual congruence confirmed the validity of both approaches and, importantly, identified times when diversity is unexplained by the surviving rock area model. On the other hand, some recent studies of Mesozoic tetrapods have yielded mixed results (Table 4) . Dinosaurs have been analysed twice, using variants of the dinosaur-bearing formation count (Barrett et al. 2009; Upchurch et al. 2011 ), and they show rather different patterns; there is good agreement between the two studies of Ornithischia, but not for Theropoda and Sauropodomorpha. On the other hand, good concordance is seen between the residuals analyses of the fossil records of pterosaurs and of birds, where several episodes of significantly negative residuals coincide, suggesting that the sampling proxies (variants of formation counts in each case) explain the palaeodiversity signals similarly. The bird-pterosaur examples are unusual because most of their fossil records are dominated by Lagerst€ atten, and specimens of both are found in these same sites of exceptional preservation, so perhaps explaining the similar signals. These results overall suggest complex interplay between formation counts and palaeodiversity signals, but on their own cannot test between the bias and redundancy models. They do suggest the need for caution, however, if the palaeodiversity and sampling metric comparisons show some commonalities, but can also vary according to the particular data sets and sampling proxies employed.
Part and whole. There might be a relationship between 'wide' and 'narrow' formation counts, for example, between a tetrapod-bearing formation count and a dinosaur-bearing formation count. Covariation of both would imply shared probability of preservation (equivalent relative abundances, habitats, distribution of hard parts, size) and study (equivalent levels of interest in terms of personhours and publications, equivalent rationale for distinguishing and naming new taxa). The use of wide formation counts has been recognized as important (e.g. Barrett and Upchurch 2005; Benton et al. 2011 Benton et al. , 2013a Benson et al. 2013; Newham et al. 2014 ) as a minimal means of avoiding a strict one-to-one formation-taxon redundancy, especially in cases where each species is typically represented by a single skeleton or species from a single locality or formation. For example, Fr€ obisch (2008) found a very exact correspondence of formation and locality counts with Permo-Triassic anomodont taxa, but when compared to an all-tetrapod metric (Benton et al. 2011; Fr€ obisch 2013) , the tight linkage disappeared. Further, in a study of the Mesozoic mammal fossil record (Newham et al. 2014) , two versions of the formation count (all-tetrapod, and mammal-only) showed agreement in highlighting significantly negative residuals in the Late Triassic and Early Cretaceous (the latter slightly offset), but only the former showed such a dip in the Late Cretaceous also. These ideas need further exploration, using different groups of taxa, and further revised formation count metrics. Importantly, the wide formation count metrics allow for the detection of non-preservation (Benton et al. 2013a): rare taxa might just not be sampled, and so their host formations would be excluded from a narrow formation count, but would be highlighted by a wide formation count that incorporated information about the occurrence of other clades. Benson et al. (2013) concluded, from their study of global and continental-scale aspects of the Cretaceous fossil record of tetrapods that 'the absence of strong statistical relationships between tetrapod sampling proxies from different continental areas suggests that there is no unified 'global' sampling signal for terrestrial tetrapods.' These findings confirm the complexity of the relationship between regional and global scales in understanding empirical palaeodiversity and sampling errors (McGowan and Smith 2008). Improvement through time. If formation count is a metric of sampling and includes some, or many, human aspects, then sampling of any clade worldwide or regionally might be expected to improve through time. As shown above, the term 'improve' might be seen in two contexts, reflecting the two collecting modes of exploration and resampling. We found that the rates of discovery of new formations and new dinosaurs are rising rapidly outside Europe and North America, indicating massively increasing knowledge, but there is still no impression of when these discoveries will slow down, as they have in Europe and North America. Therefore, sampling of dinosaurs has clearly improved massively over the years in that so many more taxa and source formations are known now than in the past, but whether one can say that the mean level of sampling of the currently known sum total of dinosaurbearing formations has improved overall is a different matter. Our comparisons of fossil sampling between wellsampled continents (Europe, North America) and poorly sampled continents (rest of world) confirmed the dominance of re-sampling known formations in the former and exploration of new territory in the latter (Figs 8-10 ).
Second discoveries. As we have seen, formation counts and taxon counts rise in lockstep in cases where specimens and taxa are rare: this is a pure example of bidirectional formation-taxon redundancy (Benton et al. 2011 (Benton et al. , 2013a Dunhill et al. 2014a ). If those first discoveries from each formation are removed, this close formationtaxon redundancy would also be removed; this can be done by simply exploring the portions of the T:F plots (e.g. Figs 5, 6C-D, 7C-D, 9D-F, 10C-D) that lie above the value, T:F = 1.0. The T:F value is determined by the original relative abundances of different taxa, some being rare and others common within their faunas or formations so the slope of that relationship through time is most interesting. Unchanging T:F values through time, as shown most strikingly for Cretaceous dinosaurs (Fig. 7D ) reflect steady levels of sampling. A rising T:F ratio, as seen in many cases (Figs 5D-F, 6D, 7C, 9F, 10C), indicates improved sampling (more taxa per formation through research time), presumably eventually tending to the T:F ratio that reflects original abundance at some point of saturation. A falling T:F ratio may indicate simply that highly fossiliferous (= large) formations were sampled first, and newly found formations are smaller or less fossiliferous; even so, a falling ratio does not indicate poorer sampling. All of these conclusions are based on narrative assumptions and cannot be explicitly tested with a single statistical analysis.
CONCLUSION
The strong correlations commonly found between taxon counts and counts of formations bearing those taxa, both in previous work (Peters and Foote 2001, 2002; Fr€ obisch 2008; Barrett et al. 2009; Butler et al. 2009; Benson et al. 2010; Mannion et al. 2011; Benson and Upchurch 2013) , and here (Table 1) , reflect a mix of several signals, including redundancy (each dinosaur-bearing formation was added to the roster at the same time as a new dinosaur genus), empirical signal (as dinosaur diversity rose and fell through geological time, the numbers of dinosaur-bearing formations rose and fell) and sampling signal (appropriate rocks are present to different extents through geological time). The close covariation of taxon and formation counts confirms something about how palaeontologists work. Discovery is the dream, and palaeontologists have for centuries trekked over suitable rocks looking for fossils. When a fossil is found and turns out to be a new species, both the taxon and the formation have been discovered, and they are added to the global rosters for that fossil group. When considering how palaeontologists operate in the field, as noted by Raup (1977) , it is evident that fossil discovery mainly drives (fossiliferous) formation discovery, and this is borne out by the analyses of discovery patterns of early tetrapods and of dinosaurs in this paper.
The key question, however, is whether bias in the fossil record seriously distorts our understanding of the history of life. One series of studies seemed to suggest that the answer was no (Maxwell and Benton 1990; Sepkoski 1993; Benton 2008a; Bernard et al. 2010) . In these, different segments of the fossil record were sampled through research time to determine how the growing data set affected understanding of macroevolutionary patterns. The finding was that, despite massive effort by palaeontologists and considerable expansion of their fields of sampling to cover previously untouched continents, many macroevolutionary patterns remain little changed through research time. The conclusion of these studies was that palaeontologists made equal efforts across time bins and across taxonomic groups, both to collect more material and to study the existing materials, and new discoveries rarely change the overall macroevolutionary pattern dramatically. However, these studies did not test whether the invariant palaeodiversity curves really represented the truth or not; continued collecting could simply enhance entrenched biases of preservation.
Comparisons of phylogeny and fossil record may be more fruitful in that phylogenies can be compiled largely independently of fossil occurrence data (Smith 2007). Such comparisons often show good congruence, suggesting that at least the order of appearance of fossils in the rocks is generally correct (Norell and Novacek 1992; Benton et al. 2000) . When such comparisons are made through research time, they can show overall improvements in knowledge as predicted gaps in the fossil record (e.g. ghost ranges and Lazarus gaps) are filled (Benton and Storrs 1994) . Results from phylogenetic comparisons may be mixed (Tarver et al. 2011) : substantial expansions of data through research time have not fundamentally rewritten understanding of diversity through time or phylogeny for primates, but phylogenetic knowledge of dinosaurs has improved with the addition of new taxa to the phylogenetic trees.
